


The Pays-d’Enhaut,  in the 

heart of the Alps of the Swiss 

canton of Vaud, is  a smal l 

mountain paradise. 

PAYS-D’ENHAUT
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The municipal i t ies of Château-d’Oex, Rougemont and 
Ross in ière welcome guests throughout the year,  offer ing them 
a concentrat ion of natural ist ic and cultural  sensat ions without 
neglect ing the r ich offer of summer and winter sports act iv i t ies.

Us ing the mountain rai lway l ine that connects Montreux -  on 
Lake Geneva - with the Bernese Oberland, the Pays-d’Enhaut 
(www.chateau-doex.com) can also be reached by the famous 
panoramic train Golden Pass MOB - just  another of the emotions 
that this  enchanting alpine corner offers.

Pays-d ’Enhaut

    SWITZERLAND

The Pays-d’Enhaut,  l ike the many fascinat ing places in 
Switzer land, is  easi ly access ible -  without us ing the car -  thanks to 
the Swiss Travel Pass which al lows you to use al l  the poss ibi l i t ies 
offered by the integrated Swiss Travel System: t rains,  boats,  buses 
and urban transport vehicles.

www.myswitzer land.com
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A 
sense of sophisticated calm placed alongside the 
enveloping warmth of mountain hotels is the first 
impression one gets when greeted at the Hôtel 
de Rougemont -  in the enchanting Swiss Alpine 
scenery of Rougemont, in the Pays-d’Enhaut, not 
far from Gstaad.

The location of the hotel allows you to fully enjoy 
the tranquility provided by the place. The alpine style of the building, 
however, conceals a contemporary atmosphere inside. Rationality 
and sober elegance characterize the different spaces in which wood 
and stone are the dominant features. The modern décor, completed 
by the subtle work done on the light, thus joins the intense views 
of the surrounding landscape. The intimate atmosphere defines the 
Spa: an oasis of well-being characterized by selected products and 
treatments.

In the elegant restaurant Le Roc by Edgard, the gastronomic 
proposals of chef Vania Cebula, with the advice of the already 

Hôtel de Rougemont
 & Spa

         Rougemont
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starred chef Edgard Bovier, wisely play with the ingredients, thus 
combining the attention to the mountain territory with the intense 
Mediterranean character: a characterizing trait, this last, of the 
gastronomic thought of Edegard Bovier. With his creations, Vania 
Cebula therefore testifies to the growth parable of a young chef, rich 
in talent and technical bases.

    SWITZERLAND
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A pleasant encounter with the quality and solid consistency of 
the most authentic mountain flavors, is proposed, instead, by the 
Café du Cerf a few steps from the hotel, a mythical address that has 
gained new momentum thanks to Edgard Bovier.

It is from this successful fusion of high-level experiences, combined 
with nature and silence, that the Hôtel de Rougemont derives its 
fascinating aspect of a chest of luxury.

HOTEL DE ROUGEMONT & SPA
Rougemont, Switzerland

www.hotelderougemont.com

Rooms & Suites 33
Villas  0 - Restaurants 1
Spa yes
Children yes 

Chain none
Affiliation  none
Activities  excursions

Score  80
Environment 63
Design                 83
Service  80
Cuisine  87
Health  80
Spa  81
Rooms  87
  

INFO HOTEL
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